
Shelf Hanger
Installation LEAF45TWRST

HD222061

Installation

Important Notes:
Ensure packaging is disposed of in a safe environmentally friendly way.

Please ensure your opening is checked for any hidden electrical
wires and water pipes before fitting.

Screws are not supplied for wall fixings, due to different
wall types requiring different fixing methods.
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Mark and drill pilot holes at both sides, then equally across
the length. Note: Appropriate number of fixings to be used
depending on material and construction of wall. 
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65 Re-measure the opening width for the shelf.
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Mark and cut the shelf panel using your opening 
width measurement.
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1 – Slide the shelf on top of the wall brackets. 

 2 – Measure the internal space from wall bracket to
the wall bracket.

Measure and cut the rail using the dimension just
measured, ensuring you take 6mm off this before cutting
to allow for the brackets.

WIDTH - 6mm

i.e: 1200 - 6mm = 1194mm
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Measure and mark 2100mm from the floor to the back
and side walls. 

Mark and cut the longest wall bracket to the width of
the opening.

Fix to the wall using suitable wall fixings (not supplied).

Cut the short wall brackets to the size required.
Level up the wall brackets and fix with x2 screws as shown.
Repeat on both sides.
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Measure to the centre of your shelf on both sides, then
measure in by 20mm.. 
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Place the centre of the hanger bar bracket at the measure
 line and  screw into place. 12
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13 Fix the end bracket to shelf. 14 15Measure halfway across the opening.
Measure 20mm in from the front edge and fix the vertical
support bracket to the shelf.
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Measure the space between the underside of the shelf
and the floor. 

Measure and cut the rail using the dimension just
measured, ensuring you take 6mm off this before cutting
to allow for the brackets.

Insert the vertical support into position, then level.

HEIGHT - 6mm

i.e: 1200 - 6mm = 1194mm

19 20 Place vertical support back into position.
Mark position on the floor. Remove the support and fix the
bracket to the floor using suitable fixings (not supplied).

1. Thread the middle two brackets. 2. Fix the opposite end
bracket in place. Evenly space the middle brackets and
 fix in position.


